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SORA by Open AI

• Text to video LLM
– Released on February 15, 2024
– Simulator of the physical world
– Natural language understanding
– Story, video, sound generation
– Transformers, World models, 

Latent diffusion, …

• Example text prompt:

This close-up shot of a chameleon 
showcases its striking color changing 
capabilities. The background is 
blurred, drawing attention to the 
animal’s striking appearance.

https://openai.com/research/video-generation-models-as-world-simulators 

https://player.vimeo.com/video/913131079?h=cc2c1020a2
https://openai.com/research/video-generation-models-as-world-simulators


SORA by Open AI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQmgKIWFnHc


What makes this possible?

- Massive compute

- Massive datasets

- Massive human effort
- Researching new algorithms

- Data preparation, benchmarks

- Foundational model training

- Model alignment

- Model productization (in progress for SORA)
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What was Sora trained on? Creatives demand answers.
We think we know, but OpenAI refuses to tell us.

https://openai.com/blog/data-partnerships 

https://mashable.com/article/openai-sora-ai-video-generator-training-data
https://openai.com/blog/data-partnerships


What makes this possible?

- Massive compute

- Massive datasets

- Massive human effort
- Researching new algorithms

- Data acquisition, curation, benchmarks

- Foundational model training

- Model alignment

- Model productization (in progress for SORA)



Just OpenAI - from 45 people in 2017 … 
…

https://openai.com/blog/team-update-january 

https://openai.com/blog/team-update-january


What made SORA possible?      
Research perspective

- Self-supervised training

- Understanding as compression

- Neural autoencoders

- Diffusion models

- Vision transformers

- Latent diffusion transformers

- World models



Self-supervised training

- Labels not needed

- Massive data available - text, images, sound, 

videos

- Learning tasks:
- Masked modeling

- Next sentence prediction

- Standard optimization methods available
- SGD, ADAM, BackProp, …



Understanding as compression

- Preserve important information, Generalize, Predict
- Various forms of information bottlenecks

https://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/10327/1/PM-Understanding-2016.pdf 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11098-018-1152-1 

https://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/10327/1/PM-Understanding-2016.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11098-018-1152-1
https://www.quantamagazine.org/new-theory-cracks-open-the-black-box-of-deep-learning-20170921/


Neural compression - AE, VAE

Auto 
Encoder
(AE)

Variational 
Auto 
Encoder
(VAE)

https://www.recombee.com/blog/linear-methods-and-autoencoders-in-recommender-systems.html
https://www.recombee.com/blog/linear-methods-and-autoencoders-in-recommender-systems.html
https://synthesis.ai/2023/02/07/generative-ai-i-variational-autoencoders/
https://synthesis.ai/2023/02/07/generative-ai-i-variational-autoencoders/
https://synthesis.ai/2023/02/07/generative-ai-i-variational-autoencoders/


Neural compression - UNet

U-Net: Convolutional Networks for Biomedical
Image Segmentation: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.04597.pdf 

see also Hourglass networks: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.06937.pdf 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8573779
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.04597.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.06937.pdf


UNets are quite useful  

https://github.com/Datalab-FIT-CTU/weather4cast-2022 

https://github.com/Datalab-FIT-CTU/weather4cast-2022


Diffusion models

https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/improving-diffusion-models-as-an-alternative-to-gans-part-1/ 

Adding gaussian noise

Image denoising process (remember masked modeling?)

https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/improving-diffusion-models-as-an-alternative-to-gans-part-1/


Vision transformers
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.06304.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.06304.pdf


Latent diffusion transformers

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/ICCV2023/papers/Peebles_Scal
able_Diffusion_Models_with_Transformers_ICCV_2023_paper.pdf 

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/ICCV2023/papers/Peebles_Scalable_Diffusion_Models_with_Transformers_ICCV_2023_paper.pdf
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/ICCV2023/papers/Peebles_Scalable_Diffusion_Models_with_Transformers_ICCV_2023_paper.pdf


World models

https://worldmodels.github.io/ 

https://worldmodels.github.io/


SORA: Video generation models as 
world simulators

“...transformer architecture that operates on 

spacetime patches of video and image latent codes...”



EMO - Generating Expressive Portrait 
Videos with Audio2Video Diffusion 

Model under Weak Conditions

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.17485.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.17485.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlJ71kzcn9Y


SORA, EMO as Foundation models?

Gov.uk initial report on foundational models

Governing open foundational models

CS 886: Recent Advances on Foundation Models

Google Gemma, 
Gemini 1.5 Pro  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/650449e86771b90014fdab4c/Full_Non-Confidential_Report_PDFA.pdf
https://hai.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/2023-12/Governing-Open-Foundation-Models.pdf
https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~wenhuche/teaching/cs886/
https://ai.google/discover/foundation-models
https://blog.google/technology/developers/gemma-open-models/
https://developers.googleblog.com/2024/02/gemini-15-available-for-private-preview-in-google-ai-studio.html


What is next in AI research?





Some speculations …

Tree of Thoughts: Deliberate Problem Solving with Large Language Models

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2023/file/271db9922b8d1f4dd7aaef84ed5ac703-Paper-Conference.pdf


https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.10169.pdf


Path towards Super-intelligence and AGI



What is needed?

- Memory augmented models

- Planning and reasoning - blend with 

reinforcement learning?

- Better training datasets

- Better learning from human feedback

- Better benchmarks

- Open ended learning?



Memory augmented LLMs are 
computationally universal

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.04589.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.04589.pdf


AlphaGO Zero (2017)

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10045895/1/agz_unformatted_nature.pdf 

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10045895/1/agz_unformatted_nature.pdf


Observe and Look Further (2018)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.11593.pdf

 … we ease the exploration problem by using human demonstrations 
that guide the agent towards rewarding states …

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.11593.pdf


Machine Theory of Mind (2018)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.07740.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.07740.pdf


https://truyentran.github.io/kdd2021-tute.html 

https://truyentran.github.io/kdd2021-tute.html


https://proceedings.mlr.press/v119/badia20a/badia20a.pdf 

… we train a neural network which parameterizes a family of policies ranging from very 
exploratory to purely exploitative. We propose an adaptive mechanism to choose which 
policy to prioritize throughout the training process. …

https://proceedings.mlr.press/v119/badia20a/badia20a.pdf


Human competitiveness of results

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-03157-9.pdf

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-03157-9.pdf


First return then explore (2021)

- What if rewards 
provide sparse and 
deceptive feedback?

- We can explicitly 
‘remember’ 
promising states and 
returning to such 
states before 
intentionally 
exploring



Reasoning with Language Model is Planning 
with World Model

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.14992.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.14992.pdf


AGIeval - evaluating reasoning 
capabilities

Orca 2: Teaching Small 
Language Models How to 
Reason: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2311.1
1045.pdf 

AGIEval: A Human-Centric 
Benchmark for Evaluating 
Foundation Models: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.0
6364.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2311.11045.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2311.11045.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.06364.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.06364.pdf


Fast open-ended environment for 
training reinforcement learning agents

https://craftaxenv.github.io/ 

https://craftaxenv.github.io/


Describe, Explain, Plan and Select: LLMs Enables 
Open-World Multi-Task Agents

DreamerV3: universal world models 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.04104.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.01560.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.04104.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.01560.pdf


Google Genie: generating playable 
environments from single image

Zero shot world models of diverse environments: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.15391v1.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.15391v1.pdf


Making AI systems affordable

Transforming 

research prototypes 

into production AI 

systems that are 

fast and can handle 

millions of 

concurrent users …



Flash attention - accelerating transformers

https://github.com/Dao-AILab/flash-attention 

https://github.com/Dao-AILab/flash-attention


Ring attention

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.01889.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.01889.pdf


LORA: LOW-RANK ADAPTATION OF 
LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.09685.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.09685.pdf


QLoRA for transformers
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.14314.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.14314.pdf


Decision Transformers with Internal 
Working Memory

 DT-Mem achieves better generalization on Atari games with only 10% of the 
model parameters compared to the state-of-the-art method.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.16338.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.16338.pdf


Hardware acceleration in 3D

The classification accuracy of one-shot/few-shot learning on the Omniglot dataset using GPU and the M3D-LIME. The 
accuracy is the average of 5 randomly selected classes (5-way) in the dataset. Benchmark of the energy efficiency of the 
M3D-LIME chip and GPU. Benchmark of the execution time on the M3D-LIME and 2D chip baseline

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-42981-1  

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-42981-1


Real world AI use cases



Autonomous driving
Autopilot Review: Tesla and Elon Musk have placed a big target on delivering 
autonomous Full Self-Driving and even a Tesla RoboTaxi service. By most 
accounts, that’s extremely ambitious and it doesn’t seem close-at-hand… yet.

That said, the latest Full Self-Driving Beta is showing some impressive 
improvements. Now with Hardware 4 having launched in 2023 we should 
continue to see a steady pace of improvements to the Autopilot and Full 
Self-Driving experience. However, it’s important to remember, it’s likely still 
years away from being truly autonomous.

— 

Police investigate after Waymo driverless car vandalized, set 
ablaze in SF's Chinatown

https://www.autopilotreview.com/tesla-autonomous-full-self-driving/
https://www.autopilotreview.com/tesla-autonomy-investor-day-full-self-driving-advancements/
https://www.autopilotreview.com/full-self-driving-update/
https://www.autopilotreview.com/tesla-hardware-4-rolling-out-to-new-vehicles/


Planning-oriented Autonomous Driving

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/CVPR2023/papers/Hu_Planning-Oriented_Autonomous_Driving_CVPR_2
023_paper.pdf 

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/CVPR2023/papers/Hu_Planning-Oriented_Autonomous_Driving_CVPR_2023_paper.pdf
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/CVPR2023/papers/Hu_Planning-Oriented_Autonomous_Driving_CVPR_2023_paper.pdf


A Generative World Model for Autonomous Driving

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.17080.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.17080.pdf


Argoverse 2: Next Generation Datasets for Self-Driving 
Perception and Forecasting

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.00493.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.00493.pdf


LLM search and recommendations



Given a natural query, return items from 
catalog relevant for given user …

https://slickdeals.net/gift-finder/?q=my+wife+who+likes+baking&maxPrice=nolimit&s=1


Refining SBERT-based Semantic Search: 
Ethical Controls and Content Precision



Personal assistants



Memory-augmented Dialogue Management for 
Task-oriented Dialogue Systems

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.00150.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.00150.pdf


https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.11696.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.11696.pdf


AI Assistants getting personal

https://openai.com/blog/memory-and-new-controls-for-chatgpt 

February 13, 2024

https://openai.com/blog/memory-and-new-controls-for-chatgpt


AI4kids (non profit)
 personalized learning app

- LLMs as personal tutors?
- LLMs evaluating teaching progress?
- LLMs generating learning tasks for children?
- How to help both kids and teachers?
- How to make AI safe for kids?

First results: https://github.com/slavivo/open_evaluation 

Who is interested? Let me know! I am looking for advisory 
board member with experience in AI safety.

Supported by Google.org 

Impact Challenge: Tech for 

Social Good.

https://github.com/slavivo/open_evaluation


Integrating AI Assistants into 
Classroom Learning





Other interesting papers

ChatGPT: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.02336.pdf 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.07699.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf

PALM: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.02311.pdf

GATO: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.06175.pdf?fs=e&s=cl

Model free RL: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.07860.pdf 

Diffusion world models: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.03570.pdf 

Mamba: https://openreview.net/forum?id=AL1fq05o7H 

CodeIt: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.04858.pdf 

Algorithm discovery: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-023-06887-8 

https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume24/21-0449/21-0449.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.02336.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.07699.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.02311.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.06175.pdf?fs=e&s=cl
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.07860.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.03570.pdf
https://openreview.net/forum?id=AL1fq05o7H
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.04858.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-023-06887-8
https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume24/21-0449/21-0449.pdf


Thanks for attention

kordik@gmail.com (meta inbox)

kordikp@fit.cvut.cz

pavel.kordik@recombee.com

pavel@experts.ai 

pavel@prg.ai

pavel.kordik@aidetem.cz  https://open.substack.com/pub/pavelkor
dik/p/latest-ai-developments-explained 
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